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Fireworks by Jubilee
Why Fireworks?
The fun and excitement of fireworks appeals to all ages.   If you are
planning a wedding or any kind of important celebration, there is no
better way to provide spectacular entertainment for your guests and
make the occasion truly memorable.

A creatively designed fireworks display will capture the attention of
your audience from start to finish.  No other form of entertainment
will provide such excitement, appeal, and value for money.

All of our displays are meticulously designed to ensure
maximum spectacle and artistic use of the surroundings,
incorporating a wonderful variety of effects.

Why Jubilee?
Jubilee Fireworks are one of the leading suppliers of fireworks
displays in the UK.  From weddings and private parties to major
international events, our award winning shows continue to thrill
audiences throughout the world.  In recent years, we have gained first
prizes in both major British competitions - for both musical and
non-musical fireworks displays.

What makes a Jubilee display different?  Perhaps the key element is
our attention to detail; from the first enquiry to the final performance,
we strive to exceed the expectations of every client.   We perceive a
fireworks display to be a work of art.  Each display is designed to
convey the fireworks to their very best effect, with carefully selected
colour sequences, an exciting sense of rhythm and spectacular aerial
sequences.

Our vast repertoire of pyrotechnics is such that you can select from a
wide spectrum of firework colours to match the occasion – a ruby
anniversary, or a violet and silver colour themed wedding, for
example.

With a range of displays to suit every budget and occasion, Jubilee
Fireworks offers the ultimate in pyrotechnic entertainment.   The
artists and technicians whose work in recent years has delighted
countless people are ready and waiting to bring their talents and
enthusiasm to you.

The Perfect Way to End the Day

Roman Candles in ‘crossover formation’

Stunning aerial shell bursts

The Art of Fireworks!

Amazing Aerial Tapestries
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Celebration Display

Opening Sequence
5  75mm Aerial Shells bursting with large canopies of  coloured
stars

Rhapsody in Red
24 Roman candles  producing a gorgeous pattern of  240 red
comets
25 Silver Glitter Mines overlaid with red star crossettes

50 Green mini-mines topped with a myriad of  pink stars
ending with

1   Giant 100mm Aerial Shell with red crackling cascades

Wonder Wall
35  Roman candles producing a massive fan of  350 golden
filigree stars

Golden Splendour
25  Rising golden comets terminating in golden brocade
willows

1   100mm Aerial Willow Shell  with golden rain stars

Diamonds & Pearls
35 Roman candles producing an intense barrage of  350 white
flitter stars and blue comets

Silver Stream
25 Blue mini-mines overlaid with silver strobing bombettes

50 White trailer comets ending with blue and glitter bursts

1   100mm Aerial Shell with pulsating white glitter

Aerial  Galaxy
25 Aerial mini-shells with rising tails and vibrant colours

5 Large 30mm multicoloured roman candles – painting the
sky with a myriad of  coloured jewels

Grand Finale
A spectacular multi-launch of  ten 75mm shells and eight
100mm shells – creating a breathtaking conclusion – followed by
a huge 150mm chrysanthemum shell with an enormous
spread of  stars.

A thrilling Six minute display, featuring the full range of  firework
effects at a very affordable price. Commencing with a spectacular
sequence of  aerial star bursts, the display moves at a fast pace,
through breathtaking colour sequences, closing with a fabulous
climax. Over 1200 aerial effects make up this stunning show.

Celebrity Display
One step beyond the Celebration display, this stunning show takes
its name from a similar show we fired for a TV Celebrity. Featured
in Hello magazine, the impression was given that the display cost
a fortune. But we know better! A sensational Seven minute
showpiece at an unbelievable price.

25 Bombette stars with rising silver tails
5   75mm Aerial Shells bursting with large canopies of  coloured
stars

24 Roman candles  producing a gorgeous pattern of  240 red
comets
50 Silver Glitter Mines overlaid with fifty red star crossettes
50 Green mini-mines topped with a myriad of  pink stars
ending with
1   Giant 100mm Aerial Shell with red crackling cascades

35 Roman candles producing a massive fan of  350 golden
filigree stars
50 Rising golden comets terminating in golden brocade
palms

50 Goldstream comets breaking into weeping willow effects
1   100mm Aerial Rainfall Shell  with golden rain stars

35 Roman candles producing an intense barrage of  350 white
flitter stars and blue comets

25 Blue mini-mines overlaid with silver strobing bombettes
50 White trailer comets ending with blue and glitter bursts
1   100mm Aerial Shell with pulsating white glitter

35 Roman candles producing a stunning rainbow of  300
coloured stars
50 Aerial mini-shells with rising tails and vibrant colours
5   Large 30mm multicoloured roman candles – painting the
sky with a myriad of  coloured jewels

A spectacular multi-launch of  ten 65mm shells, ten 75mm
shells and ten 100mm shells a magnificent conclusion.
Followed by a huge 150mm chrysanthemum shell with an
enormous spread of  stars.

Opening Sequence

Rhapsody in Red

Wonder Wall

Golden Splendour

Diamonds & Pearls

Silver Stream

Kaleidoscope

Grand Finale
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Cavalcade Display Special Set Pieces
Eight minutes of  glorious fireworks – our most popular display for
weddings and private parties. Over 2000 aerial effects including
mines, comets and shells, are combined in carefully designed
sequences to produce an artistic and colourful show. 

Opening Sequence
25 Bombette stars with rising silver tails
5   75mm Aerial Shells  bursting with large canopies of  coloured stars

Simply Red
24 Roman candles  producing a gorgeous pattern of  240 red comets
50 Silver glitter mines overlaid with fifty red star crossettes
50 Silver trailer comets transforming into crimson starshells
1   Giant 100mm Aerial Shell with red crackling cascades

Emerald Fantasy
35 Roman candles ejecting 300 green and emerald comets
50 Violet mini-mines with green crossette stars bursting above
1   100mm Shell with purple and green comets

Golden Curtain
42 Roman candles producing a massive curtain of  400 golden
streamers
50 Rising golden comets terminating in golden brocade palms

Goldstream
50 Purple mini-mines overlaid with 50 cascading golden willows
1   100mm Aerial Rainfall Shell  with golden rain stars

Rhapsody in Blue
35 Roman candles producing an intense barrage of  350 white flitter
stars and blue comets

Glittering Gems
25 Blue mini-mines overlaid with silver strobing bombettes
50 White trailer comets ending with silver glitter willows
1   100mm Aerial Shell with pulsating white glitter

Sky Bombard
35 Roman candles producing a stunning rainbow of  300 coloured stars
50 Aerial mini-shells with rising tails and vibrant colours
5   Large 30mm multicoloured roman candles – painting the sky with a
myriad of  coloured jewels

Grand Finale
A breathtaking crescendo produced by multi-launches of  sequenced
shells: ten 65mm shells, ten 75mm shells and ten 100mm shells
followed by the crowning glory - a huge 175mm colour changing
bombshell

Why not enhance your display with one or more of  our specially
made ‘set-pieces’. These beautiful devices will add that special
touch of  magic to your show. From messages in illuminating
lettering to the serene beauty of  a giant waterfall, our special set-
piece devices are popular additions to many displays. 

Select from:

Red Heart With Two Initials
Say it with fireworks – the traditional romantic statement!

Wedding Bells With Two Initials

Exploding 
Champagne Bottle

‘Pops its cork’ – then ejects a fountain!

Good Luck
In large illuminating lettering, with fountain surround

Waterfall
A giant cascading ‘niagara’ effect – perfect for lakeside settings

in your choice of  colours

Waterfall set-piece in a lakeside setting
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Constellation Display

Opening Sequence
25 Bombette stars with rising silver tails
5   100mm Aerial Shells  bursting with massive canopies of
coloured stars

Simply Red
24 Roman candles  producing a gorgeous pattern of  240 red
comets
50 Silver glitter mines overlaid with fifty red star crossettes
50 Silver trailer comets transforming into crimson starshells
1   Giant 100mm Aerial Shell with red crackling cascades

Emerald Fantasy
35 Roman candles ejecting 300 green and emerald comets
50 Violet mini-mines with green crossette stars bursting above
1   100mm Shell with purple and green comets

Golden Curtain
42 Roman candles producing a massive curtain of  400 golden
streamers
50 Rising golden comets terminating in golden brocade palms

Stardust Niagara
100 Brocade waterfall mines – a breathtaking wall of  gold
5   75mm Aerial Shells with cascading ‘air waterfall’ effects
1   100mm Shell  with a huge burst of  gold willow tentacles

Rhapsody in Blue
35 Roman candles producing an intense barrage of  350 white
flitter stars and blue comets

Glittering Gems
25 Blue mini-mines overlaid with silver strobing bombettes
50 White trailer comets ending with silver glitter willows
1   100mm Aerial Shell with pulsating white glitter

Mosaic
35 Roman candles producing a stunning rainbow of  300
coloured stars
50 Aerial mini-shells with rising tails and vibrant colours
5   Large 30mm multicoloured roman candles – painting the
sky with a myriad of  coloured jewels

Showstopper
150 Aerial mini-shells fired in 60 seconds, producing a
breathtaking bombardment of  colour, leading to the - 

Grand Finale
A magnificent crescendo - produced by multi-launches of
sequenced shells: ten 65mm shells, ten 75mm shells, ten
100mm shells, five 125mm Shells followed by the crowning
glory - a huge 175mm colour changing bombshell

A superb Ten minute display of  grand proportions, designed to
impress the most discerning fireworks audience. Continual
variations of  colour, intensity, visual effect and pace provide
breathtaking entertainment. Constellation offers all of  the
elements of  the Celebrity display, but with larger shells, a longer
and more impressive finale and a fabulous gold sequence -
Stardust Niagara. 

in your choice of  colours

Emerald Fantasy

Simply red

Hearts in the Sky
Nothing is impossible for our skilled designers. To make the
ultimate romantic statement, why not include our special heart-
shaped shells in your display?   These unique aerial fireworks burst
in a red heart-pattern and make a personalised statement in
wedding displays. Say it with fireworks!

Grand Finale
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Opening Sequence
25 Bombette stars with rising silver tails
5   100mm Aerial Shells  bursting with large canopies of  coloured
stars

Valentino
1   200 Shot comet battery forming an aerial heart pattern 
50 Silver streamers transforming into ruby bombards
4 Giant 100mm Aerial Shells with red crossette stars

Golden Curtain
42 Roman candles producing a massive curtain of  400 golden
streamers
100 Gold glitter mines overlaid with 100 brocade mini-shells                    

Weeping Willows
25 50mm Shells – a beautiful coconut tree effect
4 100mm Aerial Shells  with glittering titanium willows

Twilight Glitter
100 Projectiles with silver spinning tails transforming to silver
glitter and blue stars
50 White trailer comets ending with silver glitter willows
4 100mm Aerial Shell with pulsating white glitter

Crackling Splendour
100 Comets arching skywards, ending with crackling crossettes
100 Mini-mines overlaid with gold crackling palms

Chasing Rainbows
100 Mines fired in a ‘Mexican Wave’ pattern red, orange, yellow,
green and blue
50 Streamer comets ending in coloured glittering willows

Stardust Niagara
100 Brocade waterfall mines – a breathtaking effect
25 50mm Aerial star shells with golden stardust cascade effects

Showstopper
150 Aerial mini-shells creating a stunning tapestry of  colour

Starmageddon
50 50mm Multicolour star shells fired in rapid succession
overlaid with
10 100mm Radiating bombshells with colour changing stars

Grand Finale
A stunning finale sequence produced by successive launches of:
10 65mm shells, 10 75mm shells, 10 100mm shells, 
5 x 125mm colour change shells concluding with a single
175mm ‘Universe’ shell – an overwhelming star canopy.

A display for the firework connoisseur. This Twelve minute show
is an inspired exhibition of  some of  the best pyrotechnic effects
available.  Brilliant, sky filling sequences of  colour, beautiful artistic
presentation, and innovative design – as featured in our award
winning displays staged all over the world.

Extravaganza Display

in your choice of  colours
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Low Noise Displays

Serenity Display

Rhapsody Display

Curtain Raiser
1   Bouquet of 5 30mm Roman Candles – 50 rising comets
paint the sky

Valentino
300 Sequenced stars forming a ‘heart pattern’ in the sky!

Raspberry Ripple 
24 Roman Candles creating a network of  240 Red Comet stars
5   Large Display Roman candles ejecting red glitter comets

Silver Starlite
35 Roman Candles ejecting a continuous stream of  300 Silver
Comets
4   Large Display Roman candles with silver glitter willows

Spellbound
50 Green mini-mines overlaid with spinning silver stars
30 50mm Mines ejecting clusters of  silver butterfly stars

Golden Splendour
24 Roman Candles producing 200 golden filigree stars
5   Giant Display Roman candles with gold brocade comets

Colours of Autumn
A magical ‘falling leaves’ effect, produced by 150 projectiles
fired vertically and in a sky-sweeping pattern

Sky Spectrum
100 Comet stars fired in a ‘Mexican Wave’ pattern - a colourful
rainbow

Mosaic
35 Roman Candles producing a mosaic of  coloured stars
25 50mm Mines overlaid with 25 50mm Shells - colour changing
crossettes

Grand Finale
A high impact visual sequence of  100 30mm mini-mines, and
10 75mm Aerial Waterfall Shells - producing a stunning curtain
of  gold - a dazzling final statement.

Eight minutes of  some of  the most magical and exciting
fireworks ever made.  This superb display scores high on visual
impact at a significantly lower sound volume than the average
fireworks show.  Experience beauty without the bangs!  

Curtain Raiser
1   Bouquet of 3 30mm Roman Candles – 30 rising comets
paint the sky

Crimson Tide
24 Roman Candles creating a network of  240 red comet stars
5   Large Display Roman candles ejecting red glitter comets

Silver Starlite
35 Roman Candles ejecting a continuous stream of  300 silver
comets
4   Large Display Roman candles with silver glitter willows
Golden Splendour
24 Roman Candles producing 200 golden filigree stars
5   Giant Display Roman candles with gold brocade comets

Sky Spectrum
100 Comet stars fired in a ‘Mexican Wave’ pattern – a colourful
rainbow

Mosaic
35 Roman Candles producing a spectrum of  coloured stars
25 50mm Mines overlaid with 25 50mm Shells – colour
changing crossettes

Grand Finale
A high impact visual sequence of  100 30mm mini-mines, and
5 75mm Aerial Waterfall Shells – producing a stunning curtain

of  gold – a dazzling final statement.

A beautiful, highly acclaimed display. This attractive six minute
show is full of  aerial excitement - featuring strong colour
sequences, a continual variation of  effects, and a thrilling finale.
An enchanting and unforgettable experience for all ages and
locations.

For venues where noise is a concern, we have designed two
elegant displays which combine visual impact with stunning effects
- at a significantly lower sound level.
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Jubilee Fireworks Ltd
Unit 29  Dawley Trading Estate  Kingswinford  West Midlands  DY6 7AP

Tel:  01384 402255   Fax: 01384 404671
E:  mail@jubileefireworks.co.uk   Web: www.jubileefireworks.co.uk

Pyro-Musical  Displays
Pyro-musical displays, in which the firework effects
are expertly choreographed to a musical sound
track, are very popular with our wedding clients.
Experience the thrill of  seeing fireworks performing
to the music of  your choice. It’s the ultimate
personalized display!
This service includes the supply of  an outdoor
sound system and engineer, and a special electronic
ignition system to ensure that the fireworks match
the music perfectly. Our award-winning design skills
ensure a breathtaking show at a very reasonable
price.  Your guests will be astonished.
Fees for pyro-musicals commence at £150 per
minute of  display time, with a minimum overall
budget of  £1000. Most wedding pyro-musicals last
between 7 and 10 minutes, and may include up to
three songs. Tell us which pieces of  music you
would like, and leave the rest to us!

Magic Lanterns

Can you imagine walking or driving through
an avenue of  fireworks, with gorgeous silver
sprays highlighting the route? This beautiful
effect (which we call ‘electric avenue’) can be
created, for example, as the bride and groom
leave the venue at the end of  the reception.

Would you like your show to end in real style? Our
Encore will take your firework experience to the limit. It's
difficult to top our finale sequence, but when the
applause has died down, why not add the ultimate
finishing touch - a sky full of  glittering golden rain that
will draw gasps from your audience. Available as an
optional extra for all display packages. The ultimate thrill
(suitable for larger sites only).

Electric Avenue

Encore

Magic Lanterns are something different! Ideal for venues where noisy
fireworks are unsuitable, or a graceful way of starting any display.   
Working on the principle of  the hot air balloon, these giant illuminating
lanterns rise gently into the sky and are carried upwards to a great
height. They look wonderful when launched en mass and create a
magical moment that will remain long in the memory.
We can provide a complete stand-alone lantern launch, or offer them
as a mesmerising addition to a fireworks show. You won’t be able to
take your eyes off  them as they drift away into the night sky.


